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United we are

United we are, boxed in, so far.

Cut off from physical gathering, creativity’s got a new spring.

Since we cannot meet in person, people fall back on virtual versions.

“Party” in one’s living room; music sessions full in bloom.

Meditations raise the masses, others tend to online classes.

Information’s going viral, sucking people in its spiral.

Some raise moral just fine, others push us to decline.

People pressed to make their choices. Many, helpful raise their voices, to pull us in, to draw us near; some are playing with our fear.

But the best is yet to come – YOU are the one!

The one alone, to teach yourself, how to survive.; Your heart’s vibration allow to thrive!

Stay in your heart and hear it’s voice guiding you towards a healthy choice.

The last to die is HOPE!

A. Paul